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FOREWORD
In May 1972, the Home Policy Committee convened a meeting
to discuss
rnedia and cmnrnunications and
relevance to
democratic socialist society,
intention
this meeting
was to
opinion about
main issues
field of policy
which the Party had not examined for some time, and to provide
the necessary background for the preparation of a discussion
document which would complement our earlier Green Paper
on Advertising,
felt it
not to
publication
green paper,
it should
similar Government
the purpose
it is the
same. That is to say, we hope that it will be widely read and
discussed within the Labour Movement as a whole, and that it
will generate further thought and recommendations. It is in
other words part of the process which we
some years
the Party
the country
participate
ago of
actively
formulation
lorward policy,
We
that this
paper will stinmlate thought
outside the stricter confines of the Labour Movement. Since the
return of the Labour Government to office last March the Home
Secretary has announced the appointment of a Committee under
the
of Lord
on
and the
has announced the formation
Royal Com·
mission
Press under
chairmanship
:'vir. Justice
Finer. We trust that this discussion paper will assist them in
their deliberations,
Finally, let me say that the production of this discussion paper
has been an exiting exercise in the policy participation by very
many
, and on behalf
of myself
an members of
the NEe
very gratelill
for all the
work
been put
RON HAYWARD
GENERAL SECRETARY
Transport House
1974
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'The Report of a Labour Party Study Group on the
Relationships between the People~ the Press and
Broadcasting. '
This discussion paper on broadcasting and the Press is the
result of a number of meetings which were held between lVIay
1972 and May 1974 under the auspices of the Home Policy
Committee.
These meetings were attended by a wide range of people working
in the various media along with members of the Parliamentary
Labour Party, the Trades Unions, the Universities, and the
polytechnics.
From its inception until March of this year the committee
was chaired by Mr. Tony Benn, M.P. With his appointment as
Secretary of State for Industry the concluding meetings were
chaired by Mr. John Grant, M.P.
During the course of our work a great many individuals were,
therefore, consulted and given an opportunity to participate.
The names of some of those who played an active part appear
below. Neither they nor the Party are, of course, committed to
every detail, aspect or recommendation of the discussion paper
but they are nevertheless broadly in agreement with its general
approach and feel that it can usefully and suitably form the
basis of further thought about the vital issues affecting the
Press, broadcasting and the people of this country.
JOHN GRANT MP
JOHN GOLDING MP
IAN MIKARDO MP
TIM FELL
STAN HIBBERT
ALF GEORGE
EDGAR EVANS
J AMES CURRAN
TED GRAHAM MP
NICHOLAS GARNHAM
CAROLINE HELLER
ERIC MOONMAN MP
Roy LOCKETT
ALAN 'SAPPER
TONY BENN MP

JOHN MORTON
BOB HAMILTON
IAN WRIGGLESWORTH MP
NEIL ASCHERSON
SIR WILLIAM RICHARDSON
ANNE CLWYD-ROBERTS
PHILIP WHITEHEAD MP
JAMES HALLORAN
CHRISTINE Fox
BILL SIMPSON
DONALD Ross
MARTIN LINTON
GEOFF BISH
PETER DOWNEY (Secretary)
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I INTRODUCTION
Broadcasting and the Press occupy a special place in our society.
Not
they provide tcrtainment and
ancl educa; they also
act as the
major
through
views and
transmitted.
Access to information, and the freedom to communicate a variety
of views, opinions and ideas are of fundamental importanceespecially to a democratic society. A well-informed population is
a prerequisite of a genuine democracy.
The
concentnltion
power over
mass media
therefi)lT J
cause of great concern. In our
economic
policy
emphasised
dangers tha t
stem from the
inability to exercise control over giant corporations. Although
many of the same economic pressures afTect the media, the consequences are perhaps even more dangerous. The creation of
semi-monopolies in newspapers and, as is increasingly happening,
across
number of media
a dangerous concentration
power
threatens freedom
expressIOn.
three large
corporations now produce
cent of all
ional daily and
Sunday papers sold in the UK and, in the overwhelming majority
of cities, there is an effective local monopoly of news, sometimes
in the same hands as the national press. A free press, therefore, in
the sense
varied or
balanced press
disappearing.
Similar I
are visible
media.
Communications are
under the control fewer people.
Concerns are spreading across the whole field of the mediatelevision, papers, publishing, theatre, cinema etc. A few people
are in a position to impose their taste upon the masses, or to
prevent the expression of certain views, and to wield their considerable economic power
think best.
potential quile
clearly
fi)r a form
every
llndesirable
the more blatant variety
by some governments.
Besides this, conflicting aims can result from communications
becoming only one of many interests in a diversified combine.
This is perhaps most clear in the USA where the major media
companies, partly as a result
their interest
electronic equip~
ment.
heavily dependent, financially, on
and other
govermnent contracts.
In this country, one of the consequences of communications
being largely in the hands of profit~making companies has been
the amount of money that has been siphoned off into entirely
unconnected activities. The bonanza days of commercial television,
instance, saw unbelievable profits.
In
twelve years, Rediffusion
total profits
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£52 million fr.~ a starting capital :of i5~ooo; ABC made
£22 million from £500,000, and ATV £45 million from £11
million. Only a small part of these profits was ploughed back into
the industry, and in years when advertising revenue was less
it was the programmes
to suffer.
had got safely away.
media in a relatively
of decision-making,
we believe in extend
so that workpeople
more than mere trivia, t
to extend
degree LO which those who work in the media ean participate
in decisions at every level, and have a chance to influence the
general shape and tone of the publications or programmes with
which they are connected. But it is also important for the wider
community or public to have some effective influence over the
communications system, and it is important that the less articulate and the less organised should be able to put their views across
and gain 'access' as well as the experienced groups.
In
situation, the absence of
external) has meant
cliques. One inevitablfC
wider cross-sections of
Trade Unions, is perhaps
in fact failing to relate
society.
rfCflecting the wide
but are
confining themselves to the narrow middle ground of what their
controllers consider acceptable and uncontroversial. Thus
although we are constantly taught to believe that we inhabit a
free and open society, we have in fact come to live in a remarkably
closed system, even by comparison with other countries.
The unnecessary secrecy that surrounds government administration and the severe restrictions upon freedom of information
inhibits the ability of Press and broadcasting to do their proper
is jealously guarded
small elites
\\Quld be unthinkable
the USA.
our broadcasting
government. The actions of
to promote the public
with keeping the
being asked to believe
and desperate battle against government control--with our
interests at heart but of necessity behind closed doors.
It is more likely that, like countless other organisations, they
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find it more comfortable not to be bothered with holding themselves accountable
public
workers. Certainly,
the
machinery so far established
the ostensible
of
furthering participation has been transparently designed to ward
it off.
As
the dangers or govenunental control, there
little
doubt
that alternative structllres of broadcasting, based on
smaller units and more open cleei:;ion-makillg, along with a more
varied Press, would provide a far more effective safeguard for
freedom of communications than is provided bv these supposedly
well-in
fioned, anonymous
unaccountable guardians.
Our
must
devise
framework
the
that
avoids the twin dangers of government and commercial control.
This must centre upon making the system genuinely democratic
and genuinely accountable, which is after
only fitting f;)r an
activity t
IS so
to democracy.

2. PRINCIPLES AND ACTION
The Labour Party's concern about the mass media has
to the
government's announcement of a Committee of Enquiry into the
future of Broadcasting, and of a Royal Commission into the
Press.
The Committee
follows
establishrnent by
the Labour Governmen t in 1970 of a similar enquiry with a wide
brief to examine the structure of broadcasting after 1976 (when
both jhc BBC Chari
and the Television
governing Independent Television
due
expire), and
abolition of this
enquiry by the incoming Conservative government.
During their time in office, the Tories not only forced through
legislation to establish commercial radio stations, they also provoked widespread
that
would allocate
!z)Llrth
television channel
thout a fuil (:xaminat
the ai1ernatives.
The all-Party Select Committee examining the IBA was against
allocation without an enquiry, and the Labour Party's Parliamentary
and EC took similar
The Labour Party believes
the mass media-Press
well
as broadcasting-are not serving the British people adequately
ane! that they are dominated by a few privileged groups. We hope
that the two enquiries will initiate a period of wide public discussion enabling agreement to
reached
certain
principles
well as on detailed
of action, VI/e outline below
the broad principles for extending democratic control that we
would like to see forming the basis of any action.
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First, it should be reiterated that the Labour Party absolutely
rejects any policy for the mass media, or any system for operating
it, that is based upon government censorship or central control.
I t is equally opposed to the monopoly domination of the media
by direct or indirect commercial influences whether through
advertising, or other concentrations of power which interfere
with free communications.
We recommend that the Labour movement should adopt the
following objectives to guide its approach to the problems of the
media:
Establish the media on a firm public service basis to avoid both
government and commercial censorship.
II Place major broadcasting transmission equipment, including
cable, under public ownership as part of a national policy for an
integrated telecommunications system.
iii Accept the principle of public funding and the channelling
of centrally gathered funds in line with our other objectives.
ooj~o5eek>whel!~\1ieF )1!!Issi~e7

to move Away from concentration
of power over printirig ancrEroadcasting outlets and to decentralise responsibility and diversify outlets.
V
~'1ake possible the widest practicable access to the media by
community groups andOhy individuals.

vi

Seek to develop the structures of democratic accountability
within the mass media, and to allow greater influence to be
exercised by those who work in them.
vii Improve the opportunity to publish and broadcast a diversity of views Sf) as to eliminate any risk that the system might lead
to government or commercial censorship.
viii Guarantee that all significant matters of policy under discussion by the government on the mass media, and that all key
decisions taken in broadcasting or publishing organisations, are
made public so that their implications can be considered and are
regularly reviewed on the same basis.

3 FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
Freedom of publication or of broadcast of news, information and
opinion in Britain is hedged about by an excessive number of
regulations and restrictions. The Labour Party is committed to
creating a more open society, and part of the action necessary to
achieve this will involve relaxing existing restrictions on freedom
of publication and freedom to obtain information. Our concern is
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to reduce the amount of censorship that currently exists and to
improve the public's access to information; it is not to threaten
individual privacy where the measure of protection afforded by
the law needs if anything
strengthened.
eighteenth
century American
, Patrick
, put it: 'The
liberties
people never
nor ever will
secure, when the
transactions of their rulers may be concealed from them!
Government censorship in this country is exercised most
obviously through the Official Secrets Act. Although the Franks
Report on this matter made some recommendations which would
have
the Act,
not go far enough-although
the last Conservative governmern was not
accept even
some
Particularly w(lrrying was the
the Franks
Commission to providc a precise definition of the four categories
of information which it thought should be protected from public
scrutiny. This would result in the retention of one of the most
damaging features of thc Official Secrets Act-the ambiguity
about
operation and
degree of
this confers
on the executive in
and enforci
Act. We are
also
by the failure
Franks
specifically I
ackn()wleclge the public interest as a defence for newspapers
charged under any new legislation.
We think that the Official Secrets Act should be replaced by a
Freedom
Information
which provides
protection
to individuals and to newspapers and broadcasters seeking official
i nfClrmation,
the onus on
authori ty
sources
to justiiy withholding public information. This would be on the
lines of the Freedom of the Press Act which operates in Sweden.
This guarantees every citizen the right of access to all public
documents and the right to he supplied with a ropy of such
documents. For such access
refused, the document must be
covered
the Secrecy
which defines
groups
docurnent
confidenti;1\
those dealing with national
security, personal intcgrity etc. However, if an applicant is
refused access he has the right of appeal unless this refusal was
given by a Minister.
Under
Swedish Act, publication of certain documents can
still be
but there remains the right
publish with01lt
hindrance even though
may result in subsequent co un
proceedings.
The individual is further protected by a Press Ombudsman who
deals with grievances about violations of Press ethics.
Other aspects of the law affecting Press freedom in this country
also
examination
reVISlon. These
concern the
laws
and contempt
court.
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We applaud the increasing freedom of the press-at considerable risk-in its comments on
judiciary,
the
two
decades
judiciary has become an increasingly irnportant
source of de facto law-making in its own right with the more
liberal interpretation of statutes handed out by High Court
jadges
as Lord Denning.
In the
the Press should
able to exercise a
greater freedom in its comments on the conduct of cases and the
interpretation of the law. This has become all the more necessary
in view of the increasing discretionary power that the judiciary
has acquired in recent years. While opposed
trial by newspaper
as permitted in certain other countries, we think that the trend
towards greater freedom of press comment should be encouraged
-and reinforced, if necessary, by legislation. We hope that the
present
of contempt laws
to their relaxation,
Parliamentary
which
designed allow the elected
member to speak out on behalf of his constituents should never be
interpreted in such a way as to interfere with the freedom of
others to express their views outside Parliamcn L
Finally,
Industrial Relations Act, in
tion to
more
obvious defects, imposed a degree of government control over the
Press in the reporting of industrial disputes that was unprecedented in peace-time in twentieth century Britain and, besides
this, presented a severe challenge
Parliamentary privilege.
The
where the various paris
our constitution int.eract is
one where the most important issues offreedom of communication
and information will arise. Government, Parliament, the Courts
and the
media
have
to being guardians
the
public interest.
Government will argue that it would often be against the
national interest to reveal aspects of its own decision-making
processes and it is obyiously trur that, if all discussions about
future
that
place
within government were
publicly revealed, the process of government viQuld be made
impossible. On the other hand, it is very easy for Ministers to
confuse the public interest with their own convenience, and one
Parliament's roles
make diflicult for J\;linisters to behave
this way. Parliament clearly guardian
public interest
and may rightly feel that on too many occasions it is denied the
opportunity by the government of the day, and the facilities, to
fulfil thi,
as it should.
The
too,
argue that is the
who
suffer
if their independence is threatened, or if the media is allowed
freedom of comment on the cases before them. At the same time,
when a court judgement is complete, thatjudg~ment itself will be
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trial
the court of
opinion and
privilege of the
courts must not bc used to suppress comment.
The mass media themselves base their claim to be guardians of
public interest
the public's
to know. Their claim
freedom
expression is
strong
provided that
is not
asserted to the point where it endangers the democratic process
or the independence of the judiciary; and provided that the media
themselves are not merely
mouthpieces of few
All these institutions are important guardians of democracy and
in asserting the rights of each due regard must be taken for the
of the others. No hard and fi,st line
be
and
we would not pretend that greater freedom for the media should
mean that they must take precedence over other institutions that
rooted in the elective principle
which must
shielded
from improper pressure if
are to serve thc community. None,
the less, we do feel that the balance of this complex relationship
has now moved too far away from the interests of public
information.

4 BROADCASTING
In seeking to apply our general principles to broadcasting we
aware that no system
ever
to
a permanent
solution to the problems involved. Nor should it be expected to do
so. The relationships between governments and broadcasting
organisations and between broadcasters and
public are comand sensitive, and arc bound
need readjustrncnlS from
time to time to maintain tl;le, proper balances.
That is why this is'a good moment to return to first principles
and to reconsider the ideal of a centrally responsible public
service on which British broadcasting was founded. The erosion
of the tradition is plain. In part this may be due to the expansion
broadcasting,
the
machinery public trusteeship
is not equipped to cope with the huge concentration of institutional power in broadcasting that has grown up in the last twenty
years. I I may also result from the introduction of
which has diverted the energy of public service into organisational
rivalries and defensive scheduling strategy.
Broadcasting is to a large extent our window on the world.
However, the international repute
British broadcasting
deservedly high and we certainly wish to build upon its best public
service traditions. Yet, the plain fact is that our broadcasting, for
its reputation and achievements, is now characterised
closed and autocralic institutions and marked resistance to wider
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decision making processes.
lised Industries concluded
j nereasing awareness of the power
over channels of communication carries ... (and) the case is made
with increasing cogency that broadcasting is in the hands of a
small body not representative of the wider community.'
We have therefore reformulated the essential requirements of
public service broadcasting in our contemporary context as
follows:
broadcasting units distributed
funding of broadcasting
ion of advertising revenue)
commercial pressures assured,

J
advertising revenue from
making and from scheduling;
4 The introduction of real internal democracy within the
framework of public accountability;
5 Elected repn:~ell:tiil-tion on broadcasting maniil-ge.Q1ent bodies
at local, regio~ Wt:J;nliltional level;
6 Democratic determination and control of the broad strategies
policy supported by

procedures.
principles, we think that a
broadcasting structure
expression of public involvcrnent
communications industries. This could be achieved, we suggesl,
by creating two agen.eie<;; a Communications Council and a
Public Broadcasting ~mission.

"rhe Communications Council would

have two mam
functions.
The first would be to keep the operation, development and
mass media (especially press,
perrnanent review and to make
order to encourage and assist
government-funded and
undertake both long-term
and
particular policy questions.
able to invcstigaLC issues involving more than one medium ,such
as possible subsidy of one medium by funds levied from another)
and it would also be able to provide independent advice on

as cable development or
where major vested interests
would be of particular
preparing a national communications policy because the economic and social significance of the communications industries is
not at present reflected at central government level.
The second function of the Council would be to act as an
independent Ombudsman in all complaints concerning television,
radio or the Press. Such provision is long overdue. In this capacity
the Council would have the right to demand air timr- or column
of errors of fact or redress
links with the Party's
which is to be responsible
ising control.
cornposition of such a Council
but in line with the general
out earlier, we would expect the Council to include elected
representatives from trade unions, local or regional government
and national organisations, as well as some l\1Ps.
There would be many advantages in establishing this Council's
basic organisation straight away to survey the whole field of
communications problems needing attention and to provide,
in a narrower focus, additional research facilities for the Annan

Broadcasting Commission (
agency for television and
for administration of all
of
policy decision. Its major
would be the finance of broadcasting. The Commission would
recommend to the government of the day, on a rolling quinquennial basis, the requirement for all broadcasting from public
funds, and in addition arrange for the collection of advertising
revenue. It would then allocate all such revenue.
The PBC would be at least as independent of government as
the BBe or the IBA are now. We are in no way suggesting that
between government and
be tipped in favour of
argue the reverse.
,he PBC would not be dir~ctlv
programmes itself, but would' have .
sdwduling problems such as I
national events and the timing of education broadcasts. It
might also have the power to commission the production of
programmes or series of special public interest from independent

organisations (as the IliA has
present),
Apart from collection and allocation of broadcasting finance,
th~ main task of th~ PBe would li~ in the preparation and
administration of general guidelines
broadcasting
These would include advertising, quotas of foreign material,
broadcasting hours-all those matters which fall properly within
the area of public concern.
In taking on this
resp0!1:;ibility for the adrninistration of
national broadcasting policy, we think it important that the
PEe should itself exemplify
principles of democracy and
accountability, This vvould rnean that its mernbership should
express the spread of interests involved and should contain
ejected representatives from major sectors of the community.
(This might
developed frmIl basic rnembership made up of
elected repre~entatives from the broadcasting organisations and
local government, plus members of parliament, in equal proporwith
add
of norninees from important national
organisations.) These principles would also imply that PBe
meetings should be public and all key decisions actively publicised.

Broadcasting Organisations Given the creation of these
two agencies to handle the development and administration of
national policy in
and
protect
areas
of public interest, broadcasting organisations could enjoy much
greater di.mty of management, pr£}gramm~ freedom and
regional distribution-all
we think
desirable.
Programme Inaking itself would be carried out by a wide variety
of dispersed programme units reflecting the creative talent of all
parts of the K. The outpul
these units would be organised
by 17.1)0 television corporations,
responsible
runmng one
national and one regional channel. These could be arranged in a
number of different ways, one of which might be organised on
and lTV
two London~based Channels asing existing
facilities and two channels networked from separate regionally
located production centres. The PBe would provide minimum
co~ordination 10 avoid duplication of programrncs, and would
supervise the broad allocation of programming in diflerent
categories. There would be one or possibly two radio corporations.
One would
based on the three
BRe programmes;
the second
local radio stations incorporating the best of
existing local radio now in operation. We see no future for
commercial radio as such. On the other hand,
consider that
th(~ social potential
11 require major reappraisal of the future
role of radio.

Within these broadcasting organisations and production units,
we think that real internal democracy would bring benefits to the
communications industry as a whole by enabling broadcasting
workers to contribute directly to the management and development of their own industry.

Finance Broadcasting finance would come (as at present)
from television advertising and from the Treasury, but the
Government of the day would determine the totals on the basis
of recommendations from the PBC in a 5-year rolling budget.
While certain advantages are claimed for the licence fee as a
method of broadcasting finance (notably that it ensures broadcasting's independence from Government interference), most of
us felt that these claims were not substantiated, or were outweighed by the disadvantage~ of a clumsy and regressive tax.
We therefore propose that the present licence fee system should be
phased out, beginning with its abolition for pensioners. Broadcasting services should not be subjected to severe instability of
advertising revenues, but neither should they be shielded from
economic realities and the need to order national priorities.
(We felt, for instance, that the postponement of colour television
during the public expenditure cutback of 1967 would certainly
have been as defensible as the postponement of the school leaving
age.) The main point is, therefore, that broadcasting services
should enjoy secure finance based on rational assessment of
national needs and resources. Thi~ could be sensibly and simply
effected by central control of the amount of advertising revenue
to be raised and the size of the grant to be made from the Exchequer.
Where the independence of broadcasting organisations is
concerned, we believe that thi~ is most effectively protected by
internal democracy, and the public accountability of their
governing bodies.
Transmission
Within the next decade major technical
decisions are going to be taken that will involve broadcasting
services as well as telephone, data transmission and other aspects
of telecommunications. Without prejudging more detailed
matters, we believe in principle that there should be a national
policy for an integrated telecommunications system, and that
this system must be accepted as a public rather than a private
responsibility. This implies public ownership of all transmission
facilities.
In this context we believe that cable transmission must be
integrated into the national telecommunications system and

At present, cable TV
operated by several private
five
ing under experimental
by the former Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications allowing
them to originate local programming. While we recognise the
exciting possibilities of the multi-channel capacity of cable and its
ability to accept cheaply originated material not up to ordinary
broadcasting standards, \ve believe that its potential must be
properly explored within the framework of national services
and carefully planned experiments. Random private enterprise
vcstcd interests at stake cannot
the sort of project that the
be organising and
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5
BACKGROUND
The Press is more than just an industry: it is supposed to be
the guarantor of one of our basic democratic freedoms, the
freedom of expression. It is essential for the freedom of expression
in a healthy democracy that there should be diversity in the
Press-diversity in the n umber of publications, in their ownersh i
represen t.
Press is not the private
their editors and journalists ,
an integral part of the
pu blic has a righ t to secure
censorship imposed by the
market forces as well as from government censorship or cOlltroL
It may be felt that there is already an adequate freedom of
expression in the Press, but that view is increasingly challenged
by the closures and mergers of newspapers which reduce the
choice and diversity that the Press can offer to the public. The
latest example of this is the closure of Beaverbrook Newspapers'
Scottish plant, although here the Labour government has offered
With
studies to see if these operations
cooperatively-run paper.
mergers have been caused to
knces that have affected otfwr
need for rationalisation. and
be regarded as inevitable
Iy
other industries, it must be
totally different light in the newspaper industry.
The public has rightly been concerned at the steady contraction
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newspapers. Since 1955 nine
includes the Daily Herald)
few and far between.
national daily was successfully launched was in 1930, and the
time before that was in 1912. This trend shows no sign of halting.
One newspaper proprietor has evcn predicted that there will be
only two or three national daily newspapers by the 1980s.
While the closure of national newspapers has caused the most
public concern, there has been a similar reduction in the number
of regional newspapers. There is now only one city-Londonnewspapers. Elsewhere
produced 80 per
(national and regional'
country; and, in the second
accounted for 80 per cent of
and Sunday papers in Britain.
corporations dominate the national, regional and local
press and the magazine market, and they have extended their
influence into other media, with a significant share of commercial
television and now radio.
In a deomocracy we need a really free Press not only to inform,
but to express the views and interests of different sections of the
cornrnuni ty I I
that every section of
opportunity to express its
This is unlikely to be achieved
is contraeting and
hands; when there are strong
e market by new publical
in favour of a particular
community.
As the Press itself is unable to eontain the economic pressures
which are causing these long-term trends, public action needs to
be taken to alter the economie structure of the industry.
The issue of legal and Government constraints on the freedom
of publication and of information has already been discussed.
This section
some of the points made above
action.

Press is not confined to
by the Attlee Government
public instruction'. Besides
of information, the Press also plays an important role as a
meditator or advocate, representing different sectional interests
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in society and acting as their spokesman. Third, the Press
major source of popular culture and recreation.

IS

a

a The Press as Source of Information The primary role
of the Press is to relay the information and ideas necessary for
the functioning of a healthy democracy. It is a role which has not
been eclipsed by the advent of television. It may come as a
surprise to many people but even now the national newspaper
reaches a much larger adult audience on an average day than
does television.l The newspaper can give a detailed specific and
evaluative treatment of the news which cannot be matched by
television, and this ensures that it has a unique place within the
media and one that is, and will continue to be, of crucial importance.
P"~;af 'Advocate In some respects the Press
performs a sTmil~r f6le to that of television and radio. At its best,
it articulafe,
views and aspirations of the public, it records
and explains what the authorities are doing and for what reasons,
and it estimates what the public thinks, and what it wants. But,
unlike television or radio, the press has no obligation to be
impartial, and it cah~therefore act as an advocate of particular
interests and views. This is an important role for the Press-in
our view quite as important as its information role-and is an
important part of our democracy. Newspapers may and do
choose to represent sectional interests, and many sections have
never been represented. Others have been 'disenfranchised' by
newspaper closures.

bTfle

c The Press as a Source of Popular Culture and Recreation The available studies of the mass media emphasise the
continuing importance of the Press as a source of popular culture
and recreation. 2 The effect of the growing concentration and
contraction in the newspaper industry has been to compel
leading publishers to cater for larger and increasingly heterogeneous mass audiences.'The result has been to some extent to
aim for the common denominator among audiences with very
different tastes and interests.
This has led many readers to turn to the specialist magazine
press to pursu~ their own particular interests, and it has led many
newspapers to develop special sections for particular minority
groups within their readership. But this 'target marketing' is
bound to exclude many minority groups, and the wider newspapers throw their net, the more they will be forced to provide
a common denominator for their readers.

Power of the Press
These three roles of
Press are all undermined, therefore,
by the contraction of the newspaper industry and can only be
fulfilled if we have a greater variety of newspapers. But the
power of rhe Press, even if less obvious than in the 9205 and
1930S when the Press barons, such as Northcliffe and Beaverbrook, usen their power openly and ruthlessly in pursuit of
political
should no, be underestim.ated.
The Press does not ultimately control how people think or
vote--if
did,
with the present balance, Labour would
never win an election. But there is plenty of evidence that the
Press exercises a more subtle and effective power through the
selection
information, lhe irnportanec it attaches
difl~rent
issues and the influence it has over the agenda of public
debate. 3 It may be said that television and radio also
have this power, but there is evidence to sugges1 that both
television and radio are influenced by the Press in their
perception of 'news values' and 'balance' and in their definition
of 'impartiality' .
In its first role as the major source of information, it is inevitable
that the Press will have very
influence, not in shaping the
public's view then at least in setting the context of public debate
ann defining the importance of different issues. The Press also
public atcitudes
exercises considerable cumulative inl1uence
and values by shaping the stereotypes and mythologies which
underlie these values.
In its equally important role as advocate, the Press exercises
a more direct form of power. One only has to consider the
number
successful Press campaigns, which have led to
changes in the law or in policy, not only by the Government and public authorities but also
private companies and
institutions. In a campaign the Press is deliberately using its
power as an advocate on behalf of a particular section of the
community.
This power exists, whether it is used intentionally or not, and
the influence of the Press over institutions (including Parliament)
is probably greater than its inHuence over public opinion
a
whole. To give one example, a recent survey showed that the
principal rnethod by which the
of l\.fembcrs of Parliament find out what people in their constituencies are rnost
concerned about is not from their correspondence or from
their inforrnal con tacts
their party organisations,
from the
local newspapers. And so the local newspaper will inevitably
influence the local Member of Parliament, whether it does this
cOllSciously or nOI
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Balance

the Press

In view of the power exercised by the Press, it is important
that the Press as a whole should give the same opportunities for
fx'eedom
expres'iion to all sections
the community, t fails
to do so.
The main reasons for this are economic. The first is the quest
('conomies of scale which
led popular newspapers appeal
to :he widest possible audience and to adopt a high degree of
uniformity in the views and the opinions they express. This can
be done at the cost of
less
to caler for minority
iutcrests
minority views.
The second reason is the distortion of advertising finance. For
the majority of newspapers, advertising is the major source of
revenue
it is
source which strongly ElVonrs one reader
against another. The price paid by the reader (the 'cover price'),
where every reader is of equal value, often accounts for only a
proportion of
al revenue.
The resulr of this is that the market is able to support a daily
newspaper for company directors and executives and the City,
v,hereas
has been totally unable
support a daily news~
paper for
other side of industry,
trade union officers and
activists. The Financial Times is one of the most profitable
newspapers in Fleet Street with a circulation of under 20(),000,
the
HeralJ and
News Chronicle were forced to
close with circulations well over a million each.
In the present structure of the industry, there are many groups
pensioners that are tot
unattractive
advertisers and
are therefore denied the pOSSIbility of having a well-produced
newspaper of their own, except at a prohibitive price. The Press
only cater for minority audiences if they are
and
lentia!' Even the large-circulation newspapers generally aim
their publications at certain groups within the mass marketthe young rather than the old, the wealthy rather than the
this
make them more valuable as an ;ldvertis~
ing vehicle.
These arc the harc:l economic facts of the n~wspaper industry,
the causes are
partly economic. They are also social I
and to some extent pOlitical.
Many journalists on national newspapers, whatever their
tend
live in very different
environment
that of lheir readers, anJ the majority of them cOllsistently
overestimate the middle class composition of their readers.
This is
one of the social factors which works
any
of 'balance' in IHlwspapcrs, The ndergnHJnd press and the
newspapers of the radical Left grew up as a reaction to the
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social and political uniformity of the established Press, and they
have had very refleshing impact; but
have done
to
change
basic conservatism of
Press,
is also reflected
in the tight pattern of ownership in the press industry.
Newspapers may not be so clearly directed by their individual
proprietors liS earlier i the cent
but ownership is
very
narrow.
In
Viscount Rothermere and the Harmsworth farnily control Associated Newspapers Group (Daily
Mail, London Evening News, Weekend); Sir Max Aitken and
the Beaverhrook family: through ownership of the voting shares,
have
of the
and
Express, Scottish Daily
London Evening Standard;
Berry family
controls The Telegraph; Lord Thomson controls The Times,
Sunday Times and Scotsman; Viscount Cowdray and the
Pearson
the Financial Times and the \Vestminster Press
group of loeal papers, Rupert J\·fmdoch,
News International, 'T'he Sun and the News of the World. Even The Guardian, owned by a trust, is still fairly much in the hands of a single
family. Only the Daily Mirror group, now owned by Reed
International, has
clearly dominant shareholders. The
men who control the eight main companies those mentioned
'above with thc exception of the: Q).uardia5f1.:,' 'plus the United
Newspapers group of provincial pa5pers-in01m:Je five who have
inherited newspapers and four
have hereditary peerages
(though
is disclaimed and one
yet to
passed all;
Just as worrying as the narrow spread of ownership in the Press
is the fact that diversifted bu§ftfe§sl:: interegfS"mlly on occasion
result in
newspaper being faced with a conflict between the
public
and
own commercial interests. Many newspaper-owning companies ha¥~· 'Mwestments m commercial
television and radio, in paper, ,p\Ibt16hing, pf!3perty or activities
that are ~ntirely unre!)tted m n~'Wspaper 'production, It is
possible
certain
may
rise to divided loyalties
There
in add
to all
the
ion of
'balanee'. It is true that newsp~pe{'S1 in th16 c~untry are not as
closely tied to political parties as~heY/ilre in many other countries,
and it is
tless to
10 classify ne'wspapers into precise Party
allegiances, Yet this seetion would be incomplete if it
not
draw at'tentlon to the political tendencies of newspapers and the
connecti01'l5 /that do e~t betweC!nt'~m and,·th~ political parties.
The
majority of the
and'lot'al press is proI

'Sir Max. Aitken is a former Conservati\/e :MP, Lord Rothermere
a Conof the T~leg~l\>ph, and '¥>J;~.;;rhornson, make no
secret of 11:),'e'ir Conservative royalties although they do not accept the Conservative wrHp in the House of Lords,

I~ervative ~;r,,4,.ord H~tw~li
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Conservative, either explicitly as in the case of the Yorkshire
Post which until recently was owned by Yorkshire Conservative
Newspapers, or by virtue of belonging to a publishing group
which has a pro-Conservative line, such as Associated Newspapers, or Beaverbrook Newspapers. The rest of the regional and
local press is 'independent', and there are almost none that take
a pro-Labour line.
Of the nine national dailies, the Daily Express, the Daily Mail,
the Daily Telegraph, the Times and Financial Times are well to
the right. The Daily Mirror is left of centre and gave strong
support to the Labour Party during the February 1974 Election.
The Sun's political line is erratic but it supported the Conservatives at the February 1974 Election. The Guardian describes
itself as Liberal. The Morning Star is tied to the Communist
Party.
We feel that the Labour Party and its affiliated trade unions
are more than justified in their feeling that the centre of gravity
of the Press is well to the right.
Newspaper owners, of course, have a perfect right to support
any party they wish and to use their newspapers, as Lord Beaverbrook said, 'to make propaganda'. But the marked political
imbalance in the Press is a cause for concern, and the possibility
of launching new viable publications on the market is very small.
It cannot be healthy for a democracy to have such a serious
imbalance in the Press and to have no means of redressing it.

Economics of the Press
The British Press is dominated by market leaders. The situation
is unlikely to move in the direction of greater diversity because
new entrants to the market can effectively be deterred, but it
may move towards even greater monopoly as the strongest
papers take over or drive out those whose market position is
rather less secure.
There arc four main causes of this semi-monopolistic si tuation:
economies of scale;
1 advertising 'bounty';
3 the high proportion of deliveries to counter sales;
4 the high cost of launching and establishing new publications.
Leading publications (each in slightly different sections of
the market) enjoy lower unit costs due to economies of scale.
They have higher revenue from both sales and advertising than
their competitors and can plough this revenue back into making
themselves more attractive, with more pages, more news coverage
and more reader services than their rivals. This may attract

readers away from the rivals who may then have to cut their
pages and coverage.
The leading publications have a strategic advertising value
induced
in advertisinc; rates will do
weaker
Even
rates
same per
and per
, the leading
publication"wiJ! attract more advertising simply because it is
the le'adint('publication. Similarly, with the reallocation of
advertising' expenditure that occurred after the introduction of
comm~rthT television, it W:1S the weaker publications that
suffered.
1

)
have
newspapers
and arc,
there(ofe,,. lj!ss likely to change from one paper Lo another than
if they" ~p\.lgPt over the counter. This makes it more difficult
for srp.a.hl,"<trypapers to iI1Picase their market share or for new
publications to break into. the market.
4 A
paper also has
reckon with a
promotion
where a few
budget
launch and
itself. In
market, the
publications have acquired
strong hold
cost is disproportionately high.
Besides "'these four factors, there is the general distortion
exercfseH' 'bf'C"advertising finance. Advertising revenue will be
dependent
the spending pattern, the
age and occupational poSltion
the reader.
tion is
for a market
is not
valued by the
advertis'ing"'industry, then~he:problems become almost insurmoun*able.
In this way the structure of the Press reflects and reinforces the
itleqHalitics of incclm·e''rr!1d influence 'Nithin the comviability of publication depends
merely on
its readers
on its value
advertising
medium.
is why the
Chronicle was
off like a job
lot in :iFn"auctTon to the Dait:r'Ma.il even tlTough"twicc as many
people bought it as the Times, Guardian and Financial Times
combined. It is why the:lLooldon Star died even though its
readers
outnumhered
more middlecclass Evening
Standard.
These undesirable consequences of the
structure
the indWtllry therefore p[l,()v:iu~ a further realSl!)1l for reform of
the Pt~.ffW~ 'must at least"gosbme way towards neutralising
the eCb~mie"advantages which the leading newspapers have over
their competitors and over any new entrants to the market, and
the
forces which
leading towarc]s Hlcmopoly and
the industry,

The need for Intervention
I t is one of the paradoxes of the issue of Press reform that any
Government action to introduce genuine freedom of the Press
is seen by some as a threat to the so-called freedom that currently
exists.
The experience of other countries with a free Press, where there
is a strong democratic tradition and democratic institutions,
shows that government intervention confined to economic
action does not encroach upon the freedom of the Press. The
distribution of subsidies and support has not heen tied to editorial
policy. It has enhanced the freedom of the Press by preventing
a further contraction in the number of newspapers, and the
opportunity for free expression.
Britain is in fact one of the few democratic countries with a
'free Press' left in the western world which has no policy for
preserving a variety and diversity of Press publications. The
puhli c's access to freedom of expression has suffered as a result.
Government support for the Press in other cOllntries has been
defended both by the public and the publishers. The Norwegian
newspaper organisations, for example, 'put on record that the
Norwegian daily press are strongly and unanimously in favour of
any form of public support. ... which it may be possible to carry
out, without coming into confuct with the indisputable claim of
the Press to absolute integrity'.
The Norwegian Royal Commission on the Press, which
reported in 1967, laid down the principle that 'it is not only a
Press affair, hut in the highest degree a public affair that as
far as possible one should facilitate the continued existence of a
varied range of newspapers'.
Norway has a system of support for small circulation and nonleading newspapers, and a statutory Press Council which,
among other things, decides borderline subsidy cases. The
Royal Commission noted that the existence of government
support had not halted newspaper closures entirely, but had
saved the country from the 'devastating death' of newspapers
from which other countries had suffered. The level of support
has since been increased.
The newspaper industry's experience in the past decade has
been very similar to that of other industries Which have seen the
same kind of concentration into a small number of big companies,
the rationalisation of retail outlets and products and a gradual
squeezing out of small, independent firms. But while these
trends may be regarded as inevitable in other industries, they
are, as we have argued earlier, a threat to the freedom of the
Press. These economic pressures are gradually reducing the

European countries provide a variety of examples of the
measures
can
taken
arrest the trend towards the
closure
merger
newspapers, They
conform
one
basic model: subsidies 'financed either by an advertising levy
on the industry or by Treasury support, distributed either
across-the-board or
selective basis.
Our
proposals eonform
model
they have been
modified to fit the particular features of the Press industry in
Britain.
The ohstacles to an effective programm~ in Britain ar~ very
much
intractahle han in
EuropeMl eountries,
In Britain a nationally distributed press has gained leading
position. Consequently" the cost of supporting uneconomie
publications is very much greater. In Norway, for instance,
the last
papers
bave died had a net eirculation
little
over I
In Britain, the six
national paper,;
have
died dUring tbe last, 15 years-ignoring the many other newspaper cloS:{ifes-had'i!. total circulation of over eight million. The
level of'tl'iinover a'ne! fhe econmni'c support required to arrest
further contraction
the press industry
Britain
on a
totally dilTcrcnt scale from that in Q.ther cow,
The degree of contraction and W.QpopolY~l
in Britain is also very much greiih. This fu
cost of suJ),idy system for two reasons.
odds
greatly
a failing publication reFirst,
establishing itself "VIrll' capital
operating Subsidy support and
strongly in favour df' a publication which is'losing circulation
falling inti) sharp
i).ccelerating nose
Second,
level ofrnonopoly
contraction has now reached
the point where it is essential nO[ merely to save existing publications but to encourage the launcllahd establishment of new ones.
The cost'ihvolvea'thlikes it difli'ctHt to viMl'atrsl" a state subsidy
Norway,
would
to be
appropriate to
system
examine
question of some
of advertising levy system,
'which wotilcfredistrrJ?tftelwithin'the'ifidu~try,s6'that a differential
newsprint subsidy c'6uld'be paicf'for;"in effect; out of the advertising of the more prosperous publicat ions.
Contrarv to popular mythology, the Press
not a larne duck.
The audience for ftewspapers ',haS' 'flat dedl'flerl as a result of
television and public spending <:5n' nationa! newspapers has
increased as a pere~nt:1ge of t('ftal"consurn\>:t spending, Profits
in the '
press
very substantial,
because
the
local monopolies.
Proposals for the redistribution of advertising expenditure have
failed in the past for a number of reasons. First, because an

advertising levy may be met by a general raising of rates by the
leading newspapers, thus actually diverting adverti~ing away
from their weaker competitors; and, second, because a levy may
simply cause a flight of advertising into television and radio or to
'below· the-line' promotion, such as free gifts, coupons and
door-to-door selling.

Advertising Revenue Board
An alternative version of the advertising levy approach has
been preferred which overcomes these problems. An Advertising
Revenue Board (ARB) would be established to consider how best
to collect and redistribute relevant advertising revenue from
press publications. Advertising would be charged at full market
rates. A proportion of advertising receipts received by the Board
would be retained in a special fund set up for the purpose of
subsidising newsprint on a differential basis and for subsidising
the launch and establishment costs of new publications.
The advertiser would continue to be free to choose whatever
media he wished; the newspaper would be free to take as much
advertising as it wished, and the role of the advertising agent
would remain unchanged. But the Board would have responsibility for fixing the rates.
There are similarities between this proposal and one of the
central recommendations of the Pilkington Report on Broadcasting, which was that the programming and advertising
functions of commercial television should be separated. The
Report said that advertising revenue should be paid direct to a
separate advertising authority, rather than to the contractor,
and any surplus should be paid to the Exchequer.
The Labour Party endorsed this recommendation at the time.
We believe that it provides a basis for tackling the reform of the
Press.
The effect of the proposal would be to reduce the importance
of advertising as a source of press revenue, since part of the
profits of advertising would be channelled back into the press
industry in the form of cheap newsprint. This in itself would be
an important reform. The heavy dependence of the press on
powerful advertising clients has encouraged a disturbing degree
of editorial docility towards commercial interests most notably
in the expanding sector of specialist magazines. By reducing press
dependence on advertising, the ARB would strengthen the
editorial independence and integrity of the press.
No less important, the Board would help to shield the press
from the distortions of advertising finance. At present, the
distributions of advertising expenditure on the press reflects

!l8

Ih and influence in society.
small elite audiences are
appealing to minority low-incorne
derive very little advertising support. Under the ARB, advertisers
would continue to pay more in order to reach the audiences
they most wanted but the revenue of press publications would
be assessed equitably in terms of the size rather than the composition of their audiences'.liWe would thus move in stages to a situation where no distinction was made between readers in terms
of their class, wealth and spending behaviour. By eliminating
influence of the advertiser,
consumer of equal advertising
make the press more acc()un
more representative of the
Su~sidy

proQt5 from press advertising would be used to
make newsprint cl1'eaper on a differential basis. That is to say, a
subsidy would be provided to reduce newsprint costs on a
sliding sC,!:le fixed in relation to the volume of newsprint used
by each pUbl'iealion. 'At present, the economies of scale give
market leaders an unfair advantage in terms of lower unit
,vitn their weaker rivals. This has heen a
reduction in the number
the mass production of press
common denominator
heterogeneous audiences.
cconOlnic advantages of size,
framework for the press
would 'enc6uragethe emergence of a greater variety of minority
publications.

Effects of the Proposal
It may be useful to give some examples of how the scheme might
work in different situations. A city might have two evening
dominating the market with a monopoly of 'AB'
struggling with a predominately 'CeDE'
and unskilled manual
would have lower
lose a higher proportion
larger newsprint subsidy
reversed for the second
where the paper with
value had the bigger circulation and the paper with the majority
of 'AB' readers had a much smaller circulation, there would be
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publication would be unaffected
might find that the lower
the cheaper newsprint.
the Htctthatcctbe two papers share the economic advantages,
the first havingreconomies of scale and the second higher advertising val'l!rel
In the magazine and weekly newspaper market, it would mean
that the launching of publications for certain minority groups,
for examp~!!ptnlsionerS)workers in a particular industry, immigrant cOmim'llMies, which are now a totally non-viable proposicontemplated. On the other
magazines designed for the
rooms and full of prestige
receive lower advertising
Revenue Board would have to
tbe needs of existing
reducedc die adclterl?ising cloeceipts of the publications with very
high advertising value tn;t;radual steps. Its main objective would
be to increase competition and encourage new publications and
not to reduce the number of publications.
It should be emphasised that the scheme would not discriminate
against popular publications just because they are popular. On
the contrary, popular publications would retain the advantages
of
revenue is not being altered)
commissions. What they would
the massive advertising
monopolistic position. The measwccs
surVIval of genuinely popular
been the way that the
cr:hercecisol'l.estype ofpublication which requires special attention
magazine or newspaper. In the present climate
it rhas;te1Tl\6nttridwiithr~ great many hurdles, in distribution
and in advtt!t;isin~r~nd cit finds it difficult to survive unless it can
attract specialist;adv~rtising or has a very local circulation area.

-the~R~kly

differential newsprint subsidy,
administer a fund for the
publications.
the development fund would
and controlled by a n"'~_n,rnl
available on a sliding
publication which failed to make headway would be forced to
clQsesbefoUe.t:ae termination of the grant.

they choose the most effective media, but that their choice can be
influenced by factors other than the miJiinch rate-for instance,
the presumed attention value of the publication. I t is difficult to
avoid the conclusion, however, that their exclusion of small
publications is based partly on the additional time and effort that
using these media entails. Indeed, advertising salesmen from the
small media are often given short shrift by agency personnel
handling the accounts of government bodies.
It may be that ideological objections also underly the neglect
of some small newspapers, and that this is rationalised by speaking
of the so-called 'communication value' of the medium (i.e. the
responsiveness of readers, and the milieu created by the editorial
environment of the publication). Such objections should have
no place in government advertising .
Clients have ultimate control over their budgets and a circular
should be sent to all government and semi-government bodies
that they should insist upon advertising in all appropriate
publications, in particular small ones, provided that they are
broadly competitive. Agencies who do not cooperate will soon
find that they have lost an important client.
'vVe certainly do not intend to set a precedent for ideologically
motivated advertising allocation. Nor do we regard this policy
as a straight subsidy to weaker publications. On the contrary, it
is intended to ensure that the government uses publications
regardless of their editorial content. To advertise in publications
which do not provide a service would be to provide a concealed
form of subsidy.
I t is of course more effective assistance to provide the subsidy
direct without causing the publication to incur the cost of
inefficient advertising.

PROPOSALS
(D) Reform of the Press CouncU
The Press Council is in need of reorganisation in a number of
respects. Its composition is not adequately representative of the
community or of occupations within the press industry; and
the amount of research undertaken is inadequate. We think that
its job could best be accomplished within the proposed Communications Council, whose functions we described in Section IV.

PROPOSALS
(E) Internal Press Democracy
'Labour's Programme 1973' stated that a truly independent
Press 'can come about only if there is freedom from government
control and other forms of censorship; freedom from financial

dependence upon limited interest groups and from the danger
of take-over; and freedom of the editorial function from control
by either owner or advertiser. Internal democracy, in fact, is
one of the strongest possible guarantees of a democratic and
responsive Press. The extension of industrial democracy must be
an essential part of any new approach to the media in general'.
We believe that industrial democracy lies at the heart of any
acceptable scheme for long-term reform of the press. The situation
will inevitably vary from paper to paper and company to company
where there are differing relationships between owners/managers/
editors/journalists/other staff. The most appropriate structure is
likely to be found by discussions and action within each operating
unit as well as through national action by the Trade Unions
involved.
Possible solutions might range from full co-ownership to a
supervisory board model-composed of management and
worker representatives. We certainly want to see developments
in worker participation going ahead much faster than they have
been able to so far. The introduction of a minimum of internal
democracy should be a condition of any publicly financed aid
to a publication. The Royal Commission on the Press should
examine this important aspect, and might also examine how the
consumer or reader interest might best be taken into account.
Alterations to the financial structure of the Press industry
would hopefully make it once more practicable for co-operatively
run publications to be established.

ConclusIon
\i\je welcome the appointment of a Commission on the Press.

It should be remembered, however, that there have been two
previous Royal Commissions and several other enquiries into the
press since 1947. None of these enquiries came up with any
practical remedies for tackling the economic problems of the
press industry. It is hoped that the new Commission will prove
more effective than its predecessors by avoiding past mistakes.
In particular, we believe that it would be difficult for the
Commission to assess adequately the functions of the press, and
consequently the goals inherent in the recommendations they
make, without reference to the existence of other media. We also
believe that no practical recommendations are likely to emerge,
whether' on the vexed question of media monopoly or on a
strategy for increasing the number and diversity of newspapers,
which do not have important repercussions for other media.
These recommendations, however desirable, may be rejected if
careful consideration is not given to their effects on broadcasting

TABLE I
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NEWSPAPERS IN THE U.K.
I)

No.

1')61

1948

1937
Circu- No.
lation
000'5

9

9,943

10

3

1,806

3

Provincial' Morning

31

1,600

28

Provincial' Evening
(note 3)
.

81

4,4 00

National ~unday :

10

13,3 15

1973

Cin:u-

II

l\o.

Circulation
ooo's

9

14,549

-----

Londolt Lvcrung

2, 20 3

2

1,326

'21

1,800

19

2, 029

77

75

6,700

79

6,598

10

25,23944' 8

24,226

7

22, 01 7

1,3 86

6

1,357

~'"w;

"S!P

ProvinciaF Sunclay'

7

2,400

6

1,057

5

The circulation of Northern
1948, and 1961 figures. (0)
of papers as at December 1

not included
column comprises
circulation as at

2 The Guardian has been treated aJl provincial paper in 1937
and 1948, but as a national paper fro~1961. The Financial Times
is treated as a national paper from 1948:

,"'"

3 (a) This includes the Glasgow Eveing Citizen which closed in
1974. (b) The 1973 circulation figures Qlnit that of the Nottingham
Evening Post and News.
:::.
4 (a) The circulation of the Glasgow ~'unday Post' is excluded. It
is usually taken as being in excess of I million. (b) A Sunday paper
started in the Isle of Man in 1973. This is included in the number
the circulations column.
includes the seven Isle
but not their circulations.
H)73-Royal Commission on
and 1961-Royal Comlnission
19n-Press Council.

Islands Pub-

1949·
(Cmnd 1811)

~

TABLE 1
Number of towns wIth Dany MornIng (M) or EvenIng (E) papers

19 21
M

E

M

1961

1948

1937
E

M

E

M

2

1973
E

M

E

0

0

0

3 or more than 3 papers

2

2 or more than 2 papers

15

24

7

10

5

12

2

9

24

62

20

69

21

67

19

68

1

or more than

Notes:

paper

18

79

The figures for 192 I and 1937 are for Great Britain; those for 1948, 196 I and 1973 are for the UK.
2

Sources:

I

2

The Glasgow Evening Citizen, which closed in 1974, is included in the 1973 figures.

Royal Commissions on the Press 1949 and 1962; Press Council.

or

oJ;

TABLE 4
Some Major Press Interests In Television Companies at June 30th 1971

Company

Weekend

%

Press Interest
News International
Daily Telegraph
Observer

Non-Voting

7·9

33. 6
5. 2
5. 2

ATV

IPCjReed Group
Beaverbrook Newspapers

29. 6
8.0

23. 6
5·7

Scottish

Thomson Organisation

25. 0

8-4

Television

Cumberland Ne urn <:1
Gceorge Outram

[6.2

Television
Anglia Television

Manchester Guardian and Evening News

20·9

5·9

Trident Television
(Parent of Yorkshire Television
and Tyne Tees Television)

United Newspapers

32 . 8

4. 2

Source:

Press Council Annual Report [972.
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